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INTRODUCTION

 
Underwater Sensor Networks 

vital role in the development of aquaculture, marine 
monitoring,pollution monitoring, military, 
exploration, underwater monitoring of flora 
fauna, natural disasters like cyclones,
for commercial purposes (Jesus Llor, M., P. 
Malumbres, 2012). To make these applications 
possible terrestrial sensor networks features and 
parameters are not applicable for 
networks.UWSN exhibit several organization and 
architectural changes with respect to terrestrial 
sensor networks, which are mainly due to the 
transmission medium characteristics and the signal 
employed to transmit data (Van Dorn, W., 1974)
Terrestrial sensor networks com
based on electromagnetic radio waves.
are not suitable for underwater networks 
its propagation delay, high signal fading
water acoustic channel differs from wireless radio 
channel in many ways like propagation 
acoustic wave,which are five orders of magnitude 
lower than that of wireless radio channels. 
when we have a complete understanding of acoustic 
channel characteristics, it is possible for
acoustic transmission system to matc
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ABSTRACT 
Underwater acoustic sensor networks have attracted great attentions over last few years 
because of its underwater military, commercial applications. SONAR is commonly 
used for underwater applications like bathymetry surveying, depth in sea and 
ocean.Acoustic signals channel variations mainly affect the wave propagation in an 
underwater sound channel, multipath propagation and Doppler shift which keep lot of 
hurdles for achieving high data rates and transmission robustness. So, the design of 
appropriate network architecture for Underwater Sensor Networks is seriously hardened 
by the specific characteristics of the communication system.  To develop an appropriate 
acoustic model, speed of sound termed as acoustic propagation plays a critical role in
underwater applications. To evaluate the speed of sound empirical equations like 
Mackenzie, Medwin, Chen & Millero, Coppens, Del Grosso equations are evaluated. In 
this paper, we have modeled the acoustic channel with various speedsof sound 
equations and compared theefficiency of acoustic link based on speed parameter.
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INTRODUCTION  

 (UWSN) plays a 
vital role in the development of aquaculture, marine 

military, offshore 
underwater monitoring of flora and 

cyclones,tsunamis and 
(Jesus Llor, M., P. 

To make these applications 
possible terrestrial sensor networks features and 

icable for underwater 
hibit several organization and 

architectural changes with respect to terrestrial 
sensor networks, which are mainly due to the 
transmission medium characteristics and the signal 

(Van Dorn, W., 1974). 
Terrestrial sensor networks communications are 

ves. Radio waves 
not suitable for underwater networks because of 

tion delay, high signal fading. Shallow 
water acoustic channel differs from wireless radio 

propagation speed of 
five orders of magnitude 

lower than that of wireless radio channels. Only 
when we have a complete understanding of acoustic 

possible for proper 
acoustic transmission system to match real marine 

environment. In hydrographic surveying, bathymetry 
is the most popular process to evaluate the depth of 
sea or ocean. This can be carried out using 
mechanical methods like Lead line and sounding 
pole, acoustic method like single bean echo sou
and multi beam echo sounder. 
using acoustic sonar the following equation is 
adopted 
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Propagation speed is based on the parameters 

like depth, temperature, salinity, pressure, 
density. In other words the speed of sound is not 
consistent when it propagates through different types 
of water categories like seawater,
shallow water. Speed of sound is very important in 
many acoustic applications and it is even more 
important when we model the system using 
simulations as speed of sound differs in each 
geographical regions.The existing 
literature models the acoustic propagation speed as 
1500 m/s. This refers to empirical
speed of sound. The bathymetry data s
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Acoustic Link modeling using Speed of Soundequations for Underwater 

In hydrographic surveying, bathymetry 
is the most popular process to evaluate the depth of 

This can be carried out using 
mechanical methods like Lead line and sounding 
pole, acoustic method like single bean echo sounder 
and multi beam echo sounder. To calculate the depth 
using acoustic sonar the following equation is 

�/� 
������� 

Propagation speed is based on the parameters 
like depth, temperature, salinity, pressure, and 
density. In other words the speed of sound is not 
consistent when it propagates through different types 
of water categories like seawater, ocean water, 

Speed of sound is very important in 
many acoustic applications and it is even more 
important when we model the system using 
simulations as speed of sound differs in each 

The existing work in the 
the acoustic propagation speed as 

1500 m/s. This refers to empirical relation of the 
. The bathymetry data shows that 
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sound velocity in Pacific Ocean is around 1450 to 
1485 m/s and in Atlantic Ocean it varies from 1450 
to 1500 m/s and in the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea it 

varies from 1490 to 1540 m/s.Fig. 1 shows the 
different equation to evaluate the speed of sound in 
water
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Equations 
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Fig. 1: Estimation Equations of Speed Sound in Water 
 
In this research article, we have modeled the 

acoustic link using all the above equation to calculate 
the propagation speed and its efficiency is calculated. 
It is found that speed of sound parameter plays 
important role in the channel efficiency.The rest of 
the article is as follows; Section II shows the existing 
physical channel modeling techniques. Section III 
explains the different acoustic propagation speed 
technique equations. Section IV introduces 
implementation details of proposed method and 
Section V shows the result analysis, discussion 
followed by concluding factors and future work.  

 
2. Related Work: 

In this chapter, the various models proposed by 
the research community in last decade have been 
discussed. These models have failed to model the 
acoustic propagation speed by using the empirical 
models mentioned in the Fig.1. Moreover density, 
depth, salinity, temperature, speed are crucial 
parameters to model the acoustic channel. In some 
model in the related work, converts the pressure to 
depth and vice versa proposed by (Llor, J., et al., 
2011) have been followed. Transmission loss, 
transmission delay of acoustic channel is dependent 
on the factors like temperature, salinity, speed, depth; 
careful model should be adopted in this layer, since it 
serves foundation for remaining layers in the 
ISO/OSI Model. 

 
Table I: 
S.no Existing Model Sound Speed Salinity Temperature Pressure Depth 
1 Sozer Model (Sozer, Ethem 

M., et al., 2000) 
1500 m/s NA Available NA NA 

2 AUVNet Sim (Jornet, J.M., 2011) 1490 m/s NA Available Available Available 
3 Xie Gibson Model (2006) 1500 m/s Available Available NA Available 
4 Urick Model (1983) 1500 m/s NA Available NA NA 
5 Brekhovskikh Model (1982) 1500 m/s NA Available NA NA 
6 Coelho Model (2005) 1450 m/s NA NA NA NA 
7 Harris Model (2007) 1490 m/s Available Available NA NA 
8 WeigangModel (2013) 1500 m/s Available Available NA NA 
9 WOSS (2009) 1500m/s Available Available Available Available 
10 Jesus Llor Model (2006) 1450-1540 m/s Available Available NA Available 
11 Chengsheng Pan (2014) 1500 m/s Available NA NA Available 
12 T. MunekataModel (2009) 1500 m/s Available Available NA NA 
13 T.Niu Model (2009) 1500 m/s Available Available NA NA 
14 B. Sun Model (2006) 1500 m/s Available Available NA NA 
15 I.F Akyildiz Model (2006) 1500 m/s Available NA NA NA 
16 E.L. Daniel (2006) 1470 m/s Available Available NA NA 
17 M. Chitre Model (2008) 1500 m/s Available NA NA Available 
18 R.E Francios Model (2008) 1500 m/s Available Available Available Available 
19 Smith Model (1982) 1470 m/s Available Available NA NA 
20 Schill Model (1999) 1500 m/s Available Available NA Available 

 
From above models it is clear that acoustic 

propagation speed is set to default value as 1500 m/s 
in the simulation. From the Bathymetric data it is 
obvious that acoustic propagation differs in different 
geographic regions. There are various applications 
for wireless communication (Schill, F., et al., 2004; 
Geetha Priya, C. and P. Shobana, 2014; Priya, B. and 
S. Solai Manohar, 2014; Christhu Raj, M.R., 2015; 

Vijaya Lakshmi, P. and D. Somasundareswari., 2015; 
Mrutyunjaya Sahani, et al., 2015; Dhanalakshmi, 
K.S., et al., 2015; Ganesan, R., et al., 2015). So this 
paper will simulate the acoustic channel based on the 
every speed equations mentioned in Fig.1 and 
incorporate the basic parameters like transmission 
loss, transmission delay, power, background noise. 
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3. Equations to Calculate the Propagation Speed of 
Sound in Water: 
3.1 Propagation Speed based on Mackenzie 
Equation: 

Propagation speed or velocity is considered to be 
the critical parameter in the acoustic link modeling. 
The speed of acoustic waves in seawater differs from 

sea to sea and from ocean to ocean, it is necessary to 
set the appropriate value in the acoustic channel for 
the efficient simulation results. Acoustic Propagation 
speed can be calculated using the following model 
proposed by Mackenzie (Mohiadeen Abdul Kadhar 
S. and T. Revathi, 2015) 

 
� � 1448.96 + 4.591 − 5.304 ∗ 10()) + 2.374 ∗ 10(+, + 1.340	
 − 35� + 1.630 ∗ 10()� + 1.675 ∗
10(-�) − 1.025 ∗ 10()	
 − 35� − 7.139 ∗ 10(.,�,                      (1) 

 
Where, 
= Temperature in Celsius 

=Salinity parts per thousand 
�=Depth of Sea in meters 
The above equation in seawater as s function of 

temperature, salinity and depth is given. The range 
can vary from 2 to 30 Celsius and salinity from 25 to 
40 parts per thousand and depth from 0 to 8000 m.  

 

3.2 Propagation speed based on Del Grosso’s 
Equation: 

Del Grosso (1974) in 1974 proposed a new 
equation for speed of sound in seawater with realistic 
combinations and parameters like salinity, 
temperature, pressure and extension of pure water. 
This equation has a standard deviation of 0.05 m/s. 
This equation is termed as an alternative equation to 
the UNESCO algorithm, which has a more restricted 
range of validity. The equation is given by 

 
�	
, , 0� =  1222 + ∆14 + ∆15 + ∆16 + ∆1546     (2) 

Where, 
∆14	� = 14. + 14)) + 14,, 
∆15	
� = 15.
 + 15)
) 
∆17	0� = 16.0 + 16)0) + 16,0, 

∆1546	
, , 0� = 1460 + 14,6,0 + 146)0) + 14)6))0) + 146,0, + 154
 + 154)
) + 1546
0
+ 15)46
)0 + 15)6)
)0) 

 = ���������� �� ��8��� 1������ 

 = 
������9 �� 0�������� 
������9 :���� 
0 = 0������� �� ;8/��) 

Range of Validity: temperature 0 to 30 C, salinity 30 to 40 parts per thousand, pressure 0 to 1000 ;8/��), 
where 100kPa=1.019716 ;8/��) 

 
Table II:  Table of Coefficient 

Coefficients Numerical Values Coefficients Numerical Values Coefficients Numerical Values 
1222 1402.392 14. 0.5012285E1 14) -0.551184E-1 
14, 0.221649E-3 15. 0.1329530E1 15) 0.1288598E-3 
16. 0.1560592 16) 0.2449993E-4 16, -0.8833959E-8 
154 -0.1275936E-1 146 0.6353509E-2 14)6) 0.2656174E-7 

146) -0.1593895E-5 146, 0.5222483E-9 14,6 -0.4383615E-6 
15)6) -0.1616745E 154) 0.9688441E-4 
15)46 0.4857614E-5 1546 -0.3406824E-3 

 
3.3 Propagation Speed Based on Chen and Millero: 

Chen-Tung Chen and Frank J. Millero (1975) 
introduced the international standard algorithm also 
called as UNESCO algorithm in 1977. The speed of 
sound in standard seawater has been measured 
relative to pure water with a Sonics single-transducer 
sound velocity meter as a function of salinity, 

temperature and applied pressure. The equation has 
been combined with the refitted high-pressure pure-
water sound speed propagation equation of Wilson 
(1980). Chen and Millero equation is termed as more 
complicated form than the simple equations, but it 
uses pressure as a variable rather than depth. The 
final modified equation is given as 

 
�	
, , 0� = 1<	, 0� + =	, 0�
 + >	, 0�
,/) + �	, 0�
)     (3) 

Where, 
1<	, 0� = 	122 + 12. + 12)) + 12,, + 12++ + 12??� + 
	1.2 + 1... + 1.)) + 1.,, + 1.++�0 + 
	1)2+1).. + 1))) + 1),, + 1)++�0) + 
	1,2 + 1,.. + 1,))�0, 

 
=	, 0� = 	=22 + =2. + =2)) + =2,, + =2++� + 
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	=.2 + =... + =.)) + =.,, + =.++�0 + 
	=)2+=).. + =))) + =),,�0) + 
	=,2 + =,.. + =,))�0, 

 
>	, 0� = >22 + >2.. + 	>.2 + >...�0 

 
�	, 0� = �22 + �.20 

Where, 
 = ���������� �� ��8��� 1������ 

 = 
������9 �� 0������� 
������9 :����	0���� ��� �ℎ������� 
0 = �������� �� @�� 

Range of Validity:  temperature 0 to 40 C, Salinity 0 to 40 parts per thousand, pressure 0 to 1000 bar 
 

3.4 Propagation Speed based on Coppens Equation: 
Coppens (1981) proposed speed of sound in 

seawater as a function of temperature, salinity and 

depth in 1981. This equation won’t suit much for 
seawater as the range of validity is less compared to 
the other model equations. 

 
 

�	�, 
, � = 1	0, 
, � + 	16.23 + 0.253��� + 	0.213 − 0.1���) + A0.016 + 0.0002	
 − 35�B	
 − 35���
                        (4) 

 
1	0, 
, � = 1449.05 + 45.7� − 5.21�) + 0.23�, + 	1.333 − 0.126� + 0.009�)�	
 − 35� 

Where,  
� = 

10C  And  = ����������� �� ��8��� 1������ 

 = 
������9 �� ����� ��� �ℎ������ 
� = ����ℎ �� ������ 

Range of Validity: temperature 0 to 35 C, Salinity 0 to 45 parts per thousand and depth 0 to 4000 m 
 

3.5 Propagation Speed based on Medwin Equation: 
Medwin (Coppens, 1981) proposed a simple 

equation and presented for the dependence of sound 
speed on temperature, salinity, and depth ofwater. 

The comparison with Del Grosso's NRL II shows 
discrepancies of the order of tenths of m/see for 
realistic values of parameters 

 
� = 1449.2 + 4.6 − 0.055) + 0.00029, + 	1.34 − 0.010�	
 − 35� + 0.016�                        (5) 

 
Where, 

 = ���������� �� ��8��� 1������ , 0 �� 35 

 = 
������9 , ����� ��� �ℎ������, 0  �� 45 
� = ����ℎ �� ������, 0 �� 1000 
 
3.6 Transmission Loss: 

Acoustictransmission Loss (ATL) is the 
reduction of the sound intensity through the path 
from the sender to the receiver. The accumulated 
decrease in acoustic intensity as an acoustic pressure 
wave propagates outwards from a source. As the 
acoustic wave propagates outwards from the source 
the intensity of the signal is reduced with increasing 
range due to a) Spreading and b) Attenuation. 
Transmission loss can be measured based on 
empirical expressions as follows 

 
=D = �� ∗ 10 log � + H� ∗ 10(,         (6) 

 
Where �� = 1  for spherical spreading loss, 

�� = 2 for cylindrical spreading loss in deep water. 
However, since sound energy is not perfectly 
contained by reflection (reflection coefficients less 
than 1) and refraction the true spreading is often 

somewhere between the predictions given by �� = 1 
and �� = 2 . Thus, a practical spreading equation 
which represents an intermediate spreading condition 
between spherical and cylindrical spreading that 
is �� = 1.5 .  � Is the range in meters H  is the 
attenuation factor. An appropriate attenuation factor 
can be calculated using Throp’s expression as 
follows 

  

H = 2...IJ

.KIJ + ++IJ

+.22KIJ + 2.75 ∗ 10(+�) + 0.003 

 
Where� is frequency in kHz, H	�� is given in 

dB/km, � is the center frequency of the transmitted 
signal in kHz.  

 
3.7 Propagation Loss: 

Acoustic Propagation Loss (APL) is the process 
of transmitting sound signal power from acoustic 
source to the reception; the signal energy is one 
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important factor that calculates the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) of receiver losses. The absorption loss of 
sound energy is the main part of the attenuation loss 
and the absorption is usually seawater medium 
absorption like and interface medium absorption. 
Acoustic propagation loss is the reduction in power 
density of acoustic waves as it propagates in water. 
Acoustic propagation loss is a major component in 
the analysis and design of the link budget of an 
acoustic communication network system.Acoustic 
propagation loss is also influenced by coastal 
contours, environment, propagation medium (radio 
waves, light, acoustic), the distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver, and the height and 
location of antenna.  
 
Based on Monterrey-Miami Parabolic Equations: 

The Monterrey Miami Parabolic equation model 
(Xie, G., J. Gibson, 2006) provides a better 
framework to predict and calculate the underwater 
acoustic propagation loss using a parabolic equation. 
This model is close to Helmholtz wave equation and 
this is based on Fourier analysis. The acoustic 
pressure in this model is calculated in small 
incremental changes in range and depth forming a 
grid. By implementing a dynamic propagation loss 
calculation, this model proves that small changes in 
the acoustic parameters such as nodes distance, depth 
can result to big differences in the acoustic 
propagation loss. The acoustic propagation loss 
formula for MMPE model is as follows 

 
0D	�� = �	�, �, �L, �M� + N	�� + �	�         (8) 

 
0D	��: Propagation loss while transmitting from 

node A to node B 
�	� : Propagation loss without random and 

periodic components; obtained from regression using 
MMPE 

� : Frequency of transmitted acoustic signals in 
(kHz) 

�L: Sender’s depth (in meters) 
�M: Receiver’s depth (in meters) 
�: Euclidean Distance between A and B nodes 

(in meters) 
N	�� : Periodic function to approximate signal 

loss due to wave movement 
�	�: Signal loss due to random noise or error.  
 

3.8Propagation Delay: 
In underwater sensor nodes, mobility plays an 

important part. Nodes deployed underwater cannot 
be in static position as factors like strong currents, 
winds, waves makes it tough to deploy. So while 
calculating the propagation delay for mobile nodes, 
the following formula needs to be addressed 

 
6 = 	�OPQRP �̅⁄ + �UVW �̅⁄ �/2              (9) 

 
Where 
�OPQRP  = Distance between transmitter and 

receiver at the beginning of the simulation(meters) 
�UVW  = Distance between transmitter and 

receiver at the end of the simulation (meters) 
�=̅ Velocity of Sound, from Mackenzie Equation 

(1).  
 

3.9. Background Noise: 
The noise includes environmental noises, the 

emission receiver noise, discrete ship noise, and 
disturbance noise. The size of environmental noise is 
directly affects Signal-to-Noise (SNR) of the receiver 
and largely determines the transmitting power. Ocean 
Ambient noise is complex and changeable and it is 
described using Wenz Model. However Thermal 
Noise of the Wenz model does not simulate the 
thermal noise generated by transmitting and 
receiving equipment. 

  
X5YZ77ZV[ = 40 + 20 ∗ 	� − 0.5� + 26 ln	�� − 60��	� + 0.03� 
X<ZVW = 50 + 7.5N2.? + 20ln	�� − 40��	� + 0.4� 
X4YUR]Q^ = _�`PU]7 + @;8PU]7a ∗ �`bc ∗ >�Dde=XX 
�`_���� = _�`VgZOUIZ[ − 1.0a ∗ 290.0 

X4hRbh^UViU = 17 − 30ln 	��  
The total Noise is calculates as  

XL^^ = X4hRbh^UViU + X5YZ77ZV[ + X<ZVW + X4YUR]Q^ + �	�    (10) 
 
X4hRbh^UViU: Turbulent Noise 
X5YZ77ZV[: Shipping Noise 
X<ZVW: Surface Noise 
X4YUR]Q^: Thermal Noise 
�: Center Frequency of the transmitted Signal (in kHz) 
N: Is the Ocean Surface Wind Speed (in m/s) 
� : Is the Shipping Density values ranges between 0 to 1 
�`_����: Device temperature 
@;8_����: Background Temperature 
�`_@N: Receiver Bandwidth 
>�Dde=XX: Boltzmann Constant 
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�`_�������8: Noise Figure 
�	�: Random noise function calculated from MMPE Model. 

 
Table III: 
Model Temperature (C) Salinity(ppt) Depth (m) Pressure (kg/cm2) 
Mackenzie 2 to 30 25 to 45 0 to 8000 NA 
Coppens 0 to 35 0 to 45 0 to 4000 NA 
Chen and Millero 0 to 40 0 to 40 NA 0 to 1000 
Del Grosso 0 to 30 30 to 40 NA 0 to 1000 
Medwin 0 to 35 0 to 45 0 to 1000 NA 

 
4. Modeling Acoustic Channel : 

We have modeled the acoustic channel using 
well know popular industrial software OPNET. The 
radio transceiver pipeline consists of fourteen stages, 
most of that must be executed on per-receiver basics 
whenever a transmission occurs. The fourteen Stage 
Transceiver Pipeline used by the Simulation Kernel 
(SK) to evaluate the characteristics of wireless 
communication, with the first 6 pipeline stages 
implemented in the transmitter node and remaining 8 
in the receiver node. To implement an efficient 
acoustic link model, an accurate underwater channel 
model need to be implemented the transmitter node 
and receiver node 

 

4.1 Propagation Speed: 
Propagation speed or sound velocity is 

implemented by using various propagation speed 
equations mentioned in Section III. Propagation 
delay is the sixth stage in the radio transmitter stage 
in OPNET and it is mentioned as propdel model. The 
default propagation delaymodel for radio links, 
dra_propdel, calculates delay based onthe distance 
separating the transmitter and receiver, and the 
propagation velocity of radio waves. We need to 
replace the propagation velocity of radio waves with 
propagation velocity of acoustic waves from various 
equations like Mackenzie, Del Grosso, Medwin, 
Coppens, Chen and Millero. So the following 
modifications should be done in this stage 

 
Table  IV: 
UWA_PROPDEL.PS.C (Mackenzie Equation Implementation in OPNET) 
#include "opnet.h" 
#include “math.h” 
#define T  18 
#define S  27 
#define D  4500   
uwa_propdel_mt(OP_SIM_CONTEXT_ARG_OPT_COMMA Packet * pkptr) { 
/*Implementation of Mackenzie equation for Propagation speed */ 
doublePROP_VELOCITY=(1448.96+4.591T)-(5.304*pow(10,-2)*T*T)+2.374*pow(10,-4)*T*T*T+1.340(S-35)+1.630*pow(10,-
2)*D+1.675*pow(10,-7)*D*D 
-1.025*pow(10,-2)T(S-35)-7.139*pow(10,-13)*T*D*D*D; 
double start_prop_delay, end_prop_delay; 
doublestart_prop_distance, end_prop_distance; 
FIN_MT (uwa_propdel (pkptr)); 
start_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_DIST); 
/* Get the end distance between transmitter and receiver. */ 
end_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_DIST); 
/* Compute propagation delay to start of reception. */ 
start_prop_delay = start_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Compute propagation delay to end of reception. */ 
end_prop_delay = end_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Place both propagation delays in packet transmission data attributes. */ 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_PROPDEL, start_prop_delay); 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_PROPDEL, end_prop_delay); 
FOUT} 

 
Table V: 

UWA_PROPDEL.PS.C (Coppens Equation Implementation in OPNET) 
#include "opnet.h" 
#include “math.h” 
#define t  18 
#define S  27 
#define D  3500   
uwa_propdel_mt(OP_SIM_CONTEXT_ARG_OPT_COMMA Packet * pkptr) { 
/*Implementation of Coppen’s equation for Propagation speed */ 
doublePROP_VELOCITY=1449.05+45.7*t-5.21*t*t+0.23*t*t*t+(1.333-0.126*t+0.009*t*t)*(S-35)+(16.23+0.253*t)*D+(0.213-
0.1*t)*D*D+(0.016+0.0002*(S-35)*t*D; 
double start_prop_delay, end_prop_delay; 
doublestart_prop_distance, end_prop_distance; 
FIN_MT (uwa_propdel (pkptr)); 
start_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_DIST); 
/* Get the end distance between transmitter and receiver. */ 
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end_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_DIST); 
/* Compute propagation delay to start of reception. */ 
start_prop_delay = start_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Compute propagation delay to end of reception. */ 
end_prop_delay = end_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Place both propagation delays in packet transmission data attributes. */ 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_PROPDEL, start_prop_delay); 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_PROPDEL, end_prop_delay); 
FOUT } 

 
Table VI: 

UWA_PROPDEL.PS.C (Medwin Equation Implementation in OPNET) 
#include "opnet.h" 
#include “math.h” 
#define t  18 
#define S  27 
#define D  500   
uwa_propdel_mt(OP_SIM_CONTEXT_ARG_OPT_COMMA Packet * pkptr) { 
/*Implementation of Medwin equation for Propagation speed */ 
doublePROP_VELOCITY=1449.2+4.6*t-0.055*t*t+0.00029*t*t*t+(1.34-0.010*t)*(S-35)+0.016*D; 
double start_prop_delay, end_prop_delay; 
doublestart_prop_distance, end_prop_distance; 
FIN_MT (uwa_propdel (pkptr)); 
start_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_DIST); 
/* Get the end distance between transmitter and receiver. */ 
end_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_DIST); 
/* Compute propagation delay to start of reception. */ 
start_prop_delay = start_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Compute propagation delay to end of reception. */ 
end_prop_delay = end_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Place both propagation delays in packet transmission data attributes. */ 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_PROPDEL, start_prop_delay); 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_PROPDEL, end_prop_delay); 
FOUT } 

 
Table VII: 

UWA_PROPDEL.PS.C (DelGrosso Equation Implementation in OPNET) 
#include "opnet.h" 
#include “math.h” 
#define T  20 
#define S  30 
#define P  500 
uwa_propdel_mt(OP_SIM_CONTEXT_ARG_OPT_COMMA Packet * pkptr) { 
/*Implementation of Del grosso equation for Propagation speed */ 
doublePROP_VELOCITY=1402.392+C1*T+C12*T*Y+C13*T*T*T+CS1*S+CS2*S*S+CP1*P+CP2*P*P+CP3*P*P*P+CTP*T*P; 
double start_prop_delay, end_prop_delay; 
doublestart_prop_distance, end_prop_distance; 
FIN_MT (uwa_propdel (pkptr)); 
start_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_DIST); 
/* Get the end distance between transmitter and receiver. */ 
end_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_DIST); 
/* Compute propagation delay to start of reception. */ 
start_prop_delay = start_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Compute propagation delay to end of reception. */ 
end_prop_delay = end_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Place both propagation delays in packet transmission data attributes. */ 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_PROPDEL, start_prop_delay); 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_PROPDEL, end_prop_delay); 
FOUT } 

 
Table VIII: 

UWA_PROPDEL.PS.C (Chen and Millero Equation Implementation in OPNET) 
#include "opnet.h" 
#include “math.h” 
#define t  20 
#define S  30 
#define P  500   
uwa_propdel_mt(OP_SIM_CONTEXT_ARG_OPT_COMMA Packet * pkptr) { 
/*Implementation of Chen and Millero equation for Propagation speed */ 
doublePROP_VELOCITY=(1402.388+5.03830*t+0.02*5.81090+0.000*3.3432) 
………………. 
………………… 
+((1.727*0.003-7.9836*0.00000)*D; 
double start_prop_delay, end_prop_delay; 
doublestart_prop_distance, end_prop_distance; 
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FIN_MT (uwa_propdel (pkptr)); 
start_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_DIST); 
/* Get the end distance between transmitter and receiver. */ 
end_prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_DIST); 
/* Compute propagation delay to start of reception. */ 
start_prop_delay = start_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Compute propagation delay to end of reception. */ 
end_prop_delay = end_prop_distance / PROP_VELOCITY; 
/* Place both propagation delays in packet transmission data attributes. */ 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_PROPDEL, start_prop_delay); 
op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_PROPDEL, end_prop_delay); 
FOUT } 

 
4.2 Transmission Loss: 

Transmission Loss is implemented in the 
receiver node of the model.  For all arriving packets, 
whether valid or invalid, the average power level of 
the received signal is computed by the equation (6). 
This computation is a link budget, which takes into 
account of transmitter power, the path loss and 
receiver and transmitter antenna gains. The 
transmission loss for underwater channel is defined 
as the accumulated decrease in acoustic intensity 
when an acoustic pressure wave propagates outwards 
from a source. Transmission loss can be 
implemented in the sixth stage of the transmitter 
node. The attenuation factor for shallow water is 
calculated by using equation (7) 

 
4.3 Propagation Loss: 

Propagation loss mainly describes the loss in the 
medium of the wireless channel. In our case it is 
acoustic medium. During the process of transmitting 
the acoustic signal from the acoustic source to the 
acoustic receiver, the signal energy is prone to the 
propagation loss, which influences the signal-to-
noise ratio in the receiver side. When the sound wave 
frequencies are above 1kHz, seawater acoustic 
absorption is themain factor causing acoustic wave 
attenuation and is proportional to the square of the 
wave frequency. After integrating a large number of 
measure results, the propagation loss for acoustic 
transmitting medium is given by Monterrey-Miami 
Parabolic Equation (MMPE Model) in equation (8). 
This model exactly simulates the propagation loss in 
acoustic medium, when compared with the empirical 
formulas mentioned by Urick and Throp.  

 
4.4 Propagation Delay: 

Concerning the mobility of the acoustic node, 
this pipelinemechanism calculates two delays, 
namely,the delay to start of receptionand the delay to 
the end of reception.In addition to the transmission 
delay, the propagation delay is anotherdelay when 
there is acoustic packet transmission through the 
acoustic wireless channel.In the acoustic wireless 

simulation, considering the movement of the acoustic 
station, the distance between the transmitter and 
receiver could bechanging all the time. Therefore, 
there is a need for a calculation inrelation to the 
delays; namely, the start of the propagation delay 
andthe end of the propagation delay and it is 
calculated using equation (9).  

 
4.5 Background Noise: 

Acoustic signals are corrupted because of fading 
and noise. The overall noise in the underwater 
acoustic channel communication system includes the 
environmental noises, emission of receiver noise, 
discrete ship noise, ambient noise, and turbulence 
noise. The noise directly affects the Signal-to-Noise 
Ratio of the received signal in the receiver stage. 
Ocean and sea ambient noise is more complex and it 
changes with respect to time and sea area. Wenz 
model is suitable for describing the noise in the 
underwater communication, however it failed to 
address the thermal noise and doesn’t simulate the 
thermal noise generated by transmitter and receiver 
equipment.  So considering the parameters like 
ambient noise, turbulence, and shipping can simulate 
the background noise, waves, thermal noise, the 
overall power spectral density on the ambient noise 
is given by the equation (10).  

 
5. Model implementation and Results Analysis: 

This section will provide the model 
implementation and result analysis. As mentioned in 
the existing work, there is no acoustic model 
available that addresses the node parameters issues 
like based on speed equation, density, mobility, 
depth, and node scalability. In our work, we have 
modeled the acoustic link by considering the above 
parameters and using accurate speed of acoustic 
waves obtained from real time data. The contribution 
of the paper addresses the above parameters 
including transmission loss, background noise model 
(with environmental conditions), and propagation 
speed equation. The following parameters are set in 
our simulation model.  

 
Table IX: 

Channel Bandwidth 40 kHz 
Carrier Frequency 20 kHz 
Node Count 18 
Temperature 18 0c 
Salinity 27 
Depth 4500 m 
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Pressure 
Simulation Time 
Test Case 

 
To verify our model, we create a simple project 

with 18 UWA nodes and set the trajectory path for 
mobility. There are 14-transceiver pipeline stage 
model in OPNET, whereas first six stages denotes 
the transmitter of the acoustic node and remaining 8 
stages denotes the receiver pipeline. In order to 
simulate our proposed model the following stages 
need to be modified as follows 

A) Propagation Delay Stage (Stage 5)
B) Received Power Stage (Stage 7)
C) Background Noise Stage (Stage 9)

 
A) Propagation Delay Stage: 

In this stage the dra_propdel radio transceiver is 
modified with the acoustic parameters model. The 
default propagation velocity is replaced with acoustic 
propagation velocity using Mackenize
Coppens, Medwin, Chen and Millero 
necessary functional block code added in this stage is 
explained in the table IV, V, VI, VII, VIII
proposed model is adopted for every test case, as 
each in each test case simulation;
speed equation is changes from table IV to table 
VIII. In order to implement the mobility in the nodes, 
trajectory needs to be set for each 
will set the path for the nodes to traverse and 
propagation delay is implemented in this stage using
the coding mentioned in table IV, V, VI, VII, VIII
This model obtains the distancesseparating the 
transmitter from the receiver at both the start andend 
of transmission, which are provided by the SK in the 

  
 

 
Fig. 2: Network Topology and Traffic Received

 
Fig 3. Shows the depth effect evaluation of 

simulation results. The average End
decrease as the node depth increases. When depth 
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we create a simple project 
and set the trajectory path for 

transceiver pipeline stage 
model in OPNET, whereas first six stages denotes 
the transmitter of the acoustic node and remaining 8 
stages denotes the receiver pipeline. In order to 

model the following stages 

(Stage 5) 
(Stage 7) 

(Stage 9) 

In this stage the dra_propdel radio transceiver is 
acoustic parameters model. The 

default propagation velocity is replaced with acoustic 
propagation velocity using Mackenize, Del Grosso, 

Chen and Millero equation. The 
necessary functional block code added in this stage is 

IV, V, VI, VII, VIII . The 
is adopted for every test case, as 

simulation; the propagation 
speed equation is changes from table IV to table 

In order to implement the mobility in the nodes, 
be set for each node. Trajectory 

will set the path for the nodes to traverse and 
propagation delay is implemented in this stage using 

e coding mentioned in table IV, V, VI, VII, VIII. 
This model obtains the distancesseparating the 
transmitter from the receiver at both the start andend 
of transmission, which are provided by the SK in the 

OPC _TDA_ RA_START_DlST and 
OPC_TDA_RA_END_DlSTtransmission data 
attributes. These two tables coding 
in this stage to calculate the propagation speed and 
propagation delay in our simulation model. 
 
B) Receiver Power Stage: 

This receiver power stage is the eight 
the acoustic transceivers and this stage
average power level of the received signal. This stage 
becomes important as the transmission loss is 
implemented in this stage. Apart from the acousti
transmission loss, propagation 
model is being implemented to c
models. This computation takes into the account of 
the initial transmission power, the path loss 
receiver, transmitter antenna gains. 
transmission loss for the underwater acoustic channel 
can be defined ad the accumulated decrease i
acoustic intensity, when an acoustic pressure wave 
propagates outwards from the source.

 
C) Background Noise Stage: 

The overall noise in the acoustic transmission 
involves turbulence noise, ambient noise, shipping 
noise,wave noise and thermal noise. 
spectral density can be implemented in this channel 
by using equation (10). This
noise generated in the acoustic 
shows the networks topology
traffic received in receiver node.

 

Network Topology and Traffic Received 

Fig 3. Shows the depth effect evaluation of 
End-to-End delay 

as the node depth increases. When depth 

increases, the temperature, salinity decreases and 
will reflect in the acoustic propagation speed.
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OPC _TDA_ RA_START_DlST and 
OPC_TDA_RA_END_DlSTtransmission data 

These two tables coding are implemented 
in this stage to calculate the propagation speed and 
propagation delay in our simulation model.  

eiver power stage is the eight stage of 
tic transceivers and this stage computes the 

average power level of the received signal. This stage 
becomes important as the transmission loss is 
implemented in this stage. Apart from the acoustic 

propagation loss based on MMPE 
being implemented to compute the loss 

takes into the account of 
power, the path loss and 

transmitter antenna gains. The acoustic 
transmission loss for the underwater acoustic channel 
can be defined ad the accumulated decrease in 
acoustic intensity, when an acoustic pressure wave 

gates outwards from the source. 

 
The overall noise in the acoustic transmission 

involves turbulence noise, ambient noise, shipping 
and thermal noise. The total power 

be implemented in this channel 
). This computes the overall 
acoustic transmission. Fig. 2 

shows the networks topology and the amount of 
traffic received in receiver node. 

increases, the temperature, salinity decreases and this 
will reflect in the acoustic propagation speed.
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Fig. 3: Average End-to-End Delay at depth
 
Surface activity and the background noise 

impacts the propagation loss and this will result in 
the packet loss that could lead to retransmission of 
packets and affects the reliability 
When we mode the acoustic physical channel with 
proper parameters and values, it results in achieving 
high throughput and reliability. Since propagation 
speed is based on temperature, salinity, 
that will directly affects the propagation loss and 
transmission loss.Fig .4 and Fig. 5 
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Depth (meters) 

End Delay at depth 

Surface activity and the background noise 
impacts the propagation loss and this will result in 

could lead to retransmission of 
packets and affects the reliability of the channel. 

the acoustic physical channel with 
proper parameters and values, it results in achieving 
high throughput and reliability. Since propagation 

based on temperature, salinity, and depth 
that will directly affects the propagation loss and 

Fig .4 and Fig. 5 shows the 

received power in the receiver power stage. When 
constant channel and appropriate speed equations is 
used, network throughput achieve the maximum 
throughput and the reliability of the channel reaches 
around 99 %. When throughput and reliability of the 
channel is effective, then several applications can be 
deployed in the application layer. 
and deploy a highly reliable applications network, 
the effect of physical layer parameters is very 
important.

 
Channel Traffic (Packets/s) 
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received power in the receiver power stage. When 
constant channel and appropriate speed equations is 
used, network throughput achieve the maximum 
throughput and the reliability of the channel reaches 

ughput and reliability of the 
channel is effective, then several applications can be 

application layer. In order to design 
and deploy a highly reliable applications network, 
the effect of physical layer parameters is very 
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Fig. 5: Reliability 

 
The following table shows the summary of our 

simulations from each test case and even when we 
compare the highest and lowest values of 

 
Table X: Comparsion Value using Various Speed Equation

Model Speed 
Mackenzie 1534.4 
Coppens 1532.7 
Medwin 1534.6 
Del Grosso 1534.5 
Chen & Millero 1534.1 

 
Conclusion and Future: 

In this paper, we have modeled the acoustic 
of the channel with proper models. Since propagation 
speed is critical in sending the information between 
nodes, there is need to model the propagation speed 
with appropriate speed equations. From this research 
paper, it is obvious that salinity, depth, temperature
and pressure plays vital role in propagation speed of 
acoustic signals. So the empirical model of setting 
acoustic propagation speed to 1500m/s is not suitable 
for efficient modeling of the acoustic model.
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